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Figure 1: The EyeFIX interface with all major displays and functionalities.

ABSTRACT
Eye movements are closely related to the cognitive processes and
often act as a window to the brain and mind. To facilitate a window
to the brain using eye movements, we propose EyeFIX, an interac-
tive visual analytics interface. Our interface currently focuses on
processing gaze movements to generate the two most prominent
events, fixations, and saccades which are used in a large part of
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the eye movement literature. Our interface has multiple interactive
widgets that allow the users to choose the algorithm and tune its
hyper parameters that control how fixations and saccades are gen-
erated. It has four major visualizations: (1) A Gaze Plot to showcase
the gaze movement of each participant, (2) a Fixation Plot that
helps to identify regions of the stimulus which are of interest to a
particular participant, (3) a Heat Map to study the denser regions of
fixation and regions which the participant frequently visited, and
(4) a Timeline Visualization to assist in having a closer look at tem-
poral regions of interest. We design a set of brushing and linking
operators that allow users to interactively control all the visual-
izations to dig deeper in both, the spatial and temporal domains.
We demonstrate the applicability of our interface with datasets
obtained by human subjects viewing naturalistic stimuli while per-
forming various viewing tasks, including visual exploration, visual
search, and prolonged visual fixation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The growing interest in the field of eye tracking by researchers from
multiple domains such as human-computer interaction, linguistics,
business, psychology, visualization [3–6], and so on [8, 10, 14] has
resulted in it being more accessible and easy to use. Even the out-
reach of eye tracking devices has increased in a multitude of ways
with the advancements in the hardware technology involving opti-
cal methods and computer vision [7]. However, the amount of data
produced during the research has become challenging to analyze
for the researchers from all of the involved domains [2, 12]. Eye
movement data, being spatio-temporal in nature, further compli-
cates the whole analytic pipeline which is the crucial component
involved in collecting eye movement data using eye trackers [1, 11].

Eye movements build a crucial part of human behavior that sys-
tematically impact our cognitive and perceptual states which have
become another aspect of psychological studies which have drawn
much attention towards the algorithmic analyses of eye movement
data and various metrics [12] associated with it. However, algorith-
mic findings sometimes do not reveal the correct reason or lead
to the right conclusion alone. It is due to the lack of interactive
control provided to the user which drives both, the algorithmic
input as well as the conclusive output. A combination of algorith-
mic concepts, visualization approaches, interaction techniques, and
the human users with their perceptual and visual strengths build
powerful synergy effects to tackle much more complex problems
in eye movement data analyses [2].

Analyzing raw eye movement data in the form of gaze data
using gaze plots [9] does not benefit much to the users, resulting in
visual clutter if carried out even for a few seconds [15]. Therefore,
researchers, in general, analyze eye movements in the form of
fixations (pauses over informative regions of interest) and saccades
(rapid movements between fixations) [16]. Even though fixations
and saccades are widely used as a window to the cognitive state
and mind, there has not been enough work in this field, involving
the interaction of eye movement parameters and its algorithmic
dependencies on the cognitive state. These dependency results are
typically generated from the raw eye movement data due to the
powerful claims that can be made by looking into the recorded
fixations and saccades, however, they cannot be used to model all
of the truth about eye movements.

To facilitate the understanding of a cognitive state which is often
used in decision making, we propose an interactive visual analytics
interface to compare different algorithms and their output depend-
ing on the parametric perturbation being controlled by the user.
This work-in-progress currently uses two well-known algorithms,
Velocity-Threshold Identification (I-VT) and Dispersion-Threshold
Identification (I-DT) to show the usefulness of our visual analytics
interface. It enables the user to modify all of the parameters associ-
ated with both of the algorithms with the given widgets and to let
us interact with the visualization produced using these algorithms.
This can also be used to compare the cognitive state of multiple
participants as our visual analytics interface lets the users upload
the data for multiple participants. Brushing and linking operations
allow users to interactively modify all the visualizations to explore
both, the spatial and temporal domains in detail during analysis.
We have used datasets [13] obtained by human subjects viewing
naturalistic stimuli while performing various viewing tasks for
demonstration purposes.

The limitations of using both, spatial and temporal components
together, during the analysis by various interfaces/tools in the eye
movement research community have motivated us to develop an
interface that can let users

• (1) choose the desired algorithm to be used for generating
fixations and saccades from raw data and controlling the
parameters as well,

• (2) perform the analysis in a semi-automated way, using the
brushing and linking in both, the spatial and temporal space.

2 DESIGN DECISIONS
Our motivation behind developing this interactive visual analytics
interface is to support the domain experts in getting more efficient
and explainable results after analysis.

Our interface is divided into two parts where the one to the left
(Figure 1 (A-D)) lets users select and play with all the components
related to the algorithm, whereas the one to the right (Figure 1
(E-I)) lets the user interact with the visualizations and interactive
diagrams.

2.1 Eye Movement Data and Image Upload
Followed by Parameter Tuning

The region to the left of the interface of the developed dashboard
can be navigated and controlled by the user:

Firstly, we allow to upload the participants’ eye movement data
and the corresponding visual stimulus from the eye tracking study
which is a static image in our case. Hence, if a user was to compare,
for example, two participants, the user would upload two files, (.csv
file format) corresponding to the eye movements and the single
static image used by the two participants.

Secondly the user can tune the following parameters:
(1) Algorithm:Allows the specification of the algorithm(s) that

predicate how to model the eye movement data to record
fixations and saccades. Our tool currently supports two al-
gorithms: I-VT (Velocity-Threshold Identification) and IDT
(Dispersion Threshold Algorithm).

(2) Participants: Allows the specification of the number of
participants the user would like to compare. However, the
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Figure 2: Multi-brushing/Brushing performed on a fixation plot. Results rendered on a heat map and a timeline plot.

Figure 3: Multi-brushing/Brushing performed on a timeline plot. Results rendered on a fixation plot and a heat map.

more participants are involved the more processing power
is required by the algorithms.

(3) Features: Allows the specification of the column names
corresponding to the eyemovement data file (.csv file format).
The file would need to contain three columns with data
pertaining to the following: the X-coordinate (for left/right
eye) in a float format and the Y-coordinate (for left/right eye)
in a float format and the time in a time format.

(4) Algorithm-specific parameters: Allows the specification
of certain hyper parameters specific to the particular algo-
rithms selected. These hyper parameters have an impact
on how each algorithm decides how to classify each eye
gaze record in any moment of time as a fixation or saccade
considering the surrounding eye gaze data.

(5) Participant visualization toggle:Once the data and image
have been uploaded, parameters are specified, and the user
has submitted (Submit preferences found on the top-right
most corner of the dashboard). The participant toggle can
be found to the right of the EyeFIX logo, these checkboxes
can be used to hide and display participant traces on all ma-
jor visualizations (Gaze, Fixation, Heat Map, and Timeline)
which is elaborated in the following subsections.

2.2 Eye Gaze Visualization
The Eye Gaze Visualization (the first of three visualizations seen at
the top of the dashboard) depicts the movement of one’s eyes from
one place to the next based on the eye movement data uploaded.
This “Eye Gaze” is then plotted on the uploaded image. Hence,
one can use this visualization to study how different participant
eye’s move for a specific study. The key illustrates which colored
eye trace belongs to which participant. The color scheme in use is
described in more detail in Table 1.

2.3 Eye Fixation Visualization
The Eye Fixation Visualization (the second of three visualizations
seen at the top of the dashboard) gives an idea of how long a
participant has been staring at a particular region of the image
before moving on to the next one based on the eye movement data
uploaded and parameters set by the user. This “Eye Fixation” is then
plotted on the uploaded image. Hence, one can use this visualization
to study on which regions of the image the different participants
spend more time, focusing on the eye movement data from a certain
specific study. The key illustrates which colored eye trace belongs
to which participant-related algorithm. The color scheme used is
described in Table 1.
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Figure 4: Multi-brushing/Brushing performed on heat map. Results rendered on fixation plot and timeline plot.

Index Description Color(s)
Used

1. Saccades Black
(#000000)

2. Fixations in the Timeline Visualiza-
tion and Eye Traces in the Gaze,
Fixation, and Heat Map Visualiza-
tions.NOTE: Based on the number
of participants and algorithm cho-
sen these are assigned. A key is pro-
vided in EyeFIX below the Timeline
Visualization for better assistance.

[Dark
Brown
(#a6611),
Light
Brown
(#dfc27d),
Aqua Blue
(#80cdc1),
Green
(#018571)]

Table 1: Overview of color scheme used in the visualizations.

Multi-brushing/Brushing can also be performed by the user of
this Eye Fixation Visualization which will result in highlighting
only the brushed portion of the data in both the Eye Heat Map
Visualization as well as the Timeline Visualization. This helps the
user to understand the time range and time spent by the participant
for a specific region.

2.3.1 Eye Heat Map Visualization. The Eye Heat Map Visualization
(the third of three visualizations seen at the top of the dashboard)
gives an idea of the most dense fixations among all fixation regions
of each participant based on the eye movement data uploaded and
parameters set by the user.

Multi-brushing/Brushing (see Figures 2 and 3) can also be per-
formed by the user of this Eye Heat Map Visualization which will
result in highlighting only the brushed portion of the data in both
the Eye Fixation Visualization as well as the Timeline Visualization.

This helps the user to understand the time range and time spent by
the participant for a specific region.

2.3.2 Timeline Visualization. The Timeline Visualization (the bot-
tom most visualization) allows for Multi-brushing/Brushing (see
Figure 4), meaning the user can select multiple regions for the
participants. Each of these selections will correspond to a certain
time range for which the user would like to know about the eye
movement behavior of participants in that time frame. Upon Multi-
brushing/Brushing the data associated with the selected region(s)
is rendered by the Eye Heat Map Visualization and the Eye Fixa-
tion Visualization. The Eye Gaze Visualization remains the same to
provide context of the entire eye movement data.

3 DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK
EyeFIX is a work-in-progress interactive visual analytics interface
that currently supports I-VT and I-DT algorithms for fixation and
saccade generation. To expedite the computations, we used pandas,
Numpy python libraries for all computations, and have used the
Flask and JSON frameworks on the server side, whereas D3.js is used
for the visualization. We plan to extend to various other algorithms
like I-HMM, I-MST, and I-AOI to compare the results. We also plan
to evaluate our interface by letting domain experts interact with
their own eye movement dataset. Our interface currently supports
only eye movement data based on static stimuli. In the future, we
might adapt it for dynamic stimuli and include head movements
as well in the analysis. With the increased understanding due to
various interactive and algorithmic parameter control, our interface
will help to facilitate the use and analysis of eye tracking data for
both, scientific research and the development of eye-based systems
and applications.
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